At the core of our unique and comprehensive approach to the care of solar PV energy assets, is ACTIS (Asset Control Telemetry Information System), our award winning solar enterprise resource planning platform.

**ACTIS delivers an integrated platform of solar investor and plant owner benefits. Three core capabilities set our platform apart from any other on the market!**

### World Class Monitoring System
- Full alerting and alert handling capabilities with configuration down to the individual string level
- Monitoring of all devices
- Monitoring of communication network quality
- Monitoring of security system
- Over 35 different customizable charts for analysing technical and financial data
- Evaluation through data comparison
- Dashboards with true real-time information on the operation of the plant(s)

### Service Management
- Incident identification, handling and statistical evaluation
- Management of as-built information
- Equipment inventory
- Spare part management
- Technician/Subcontractor management
- Technician/Subcontractor evaluation
- Technician/Subcontractor training management
- Service scheduling
- Subcontractor terms and conditions
- Full alerting configuration
- Service cost management
- Technical KPI calculation (response, resolution time, PR, AVA, Uptime etc.)

### Asset Management
- Account & Contact Management
- Activity management
- Contract & Document management
- Contract compliance
- Owner’s activities management
- PPA’s
- Warranty management
- Cash flow management, Financial alerting
- Loan management
- Insurance claims management
- Business plan management
- Financial KPI calculation (DSCR, IRR etc.)

ACTIS - Currently used in more than 350MWp. Number of current sites listed below.
ACTIS delivers these overall capabilities to your solar portfolio:

- Flexible and evolved platform for the integrated care of solar PV plants worldwide
- Efficient and standardized management of PV assets
- Operation & Maintenance costs reduction
- Asset Management higher efficiency
- PV Plant portfolio yield maximization
- PV Plant portfolio continuous performance and service optimization
- Easy, timely & accurate customizable management reporting
- Completely expandable according to any customer need

Contact us for a Free ACTIS Demo!